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A compendium of different types of abiotic chemical syntheses
identifies a consensus set of 10 “prebiotic” α-amino acids. Before the
emergence of biosynthetic pathways, this set is the most plausible
resource for protein formation (i.e., proteogenesis)within theoverall
process of abiogenesis. An essential unsolved question regarding
this prebiotic set is whether it defines a “foldable set”—that is, does
it contain sufficient chemical information to permit cooperatively
folding polypeptides? If so, what (if any) characteristic properties
might such polypeptides exhibit? To investigate these questions,
two “primitive” versions of anextantprotein fold (theβ-trefoil)were
produced by top-down symmetric deconstruction, resulting in a re-
duced alphabet size of 12 or 13 amino acids and a percentage of
prebiotic amino acids approaching 80%. These proteins show a sub-
stantial acidification of pI and require high salt concentrations for
cooperative folding. The results suggest that the prebiotic amino
acids do comprise a foldable set within the halophile environment.

protein simplification | protein evolution

Proteins play a central role in themetabolic processes that enable
living systems; thus, proteogenesis (the origin of proteins) is

a key event within the grander process of abiogenesis (the origin
of life from nonliving matter). Strikingly, the majority of studies
designed to reproduce abiotic chemical syntheses in the early Earth,
as well as compositional analyses of comets andmeteorites (pristine
remnants of the early solar system), report the significant presence
of α-amino and α-carboxylic acids—and with typically greater abun-
dance than nucleobases or riboses [for a recent review see ref. (1)].
A consensus set of prebiotic amino acids has emerged from a com-
pendium of such studies and comprises Ala, Asp,Glu, Gly, Ile, Leu,
Pro, Ser, Thr, and Val (1–3). The close correspondence between
spark discharge–type experiments, thermal vent chemistry, and an-
alyses of comets and meteorites suggests a possible common syn-
thetic mechanism, such as Strecker synthesis (4–6).
Before the establishment of biosynthetic pathways yielding novel

amino acids, the first polypeptides were likely composed only of
those amino acids freely available in the environment (the prebiotic
set). In a “protein-first” view of abiogenesis, the prebiotic set of
amino acids possesses properties sufficient and necessary to permit
the emergence of polypeptides capable of supporting simple met-
abolic or biosynthetic reactions. One of the most fundamental yet
demanding properties of such polypeptides is the ability to support
cooperative folding, such that defined structure (and a concomitant
functionality) is possible with the earliest polypeptides. Stated dif-
ferently, a key question for proteogenesis is whether the set of
prebiotic amino acids is capable of providing a solution to the
Levinthal paradox (7). Viewed in terms of this requirement, the
prebiotic set is remarkable in containing high-propensity amino
acids for each of the basic types of protein secondary structure (8–
11) as well as hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids with the
potential to support patterning essential for specific secondary and
tertiary structure organization (12, 13); furthermore, the prebiotic
set contains amino acids capable of functioning as catalytic nucle-
ophiles. However, the barrier to prebiotic protein folding appears
steep, as the characteristics of a purely prebiotic protein present
a stark deviation from the majority of extant proteins, because: (i)
the prebiotic amino acid alphabet contains only 10 letters, thereby

reducing the potential diversity of interactions that can be encoded
to that of currently proposed theoretic limits for foldability (14–
16) (thus, to be able to support protein foldability, the 10 pre-
biotic amino acids would need to be a remarkably efficient selec-
tion); (ii) aromatic residues, key contributors to extensive van der
Waals interactions in hydrophobic cores that serve as a driving force
for protein collapse, are absent in the prebiotic alphabet; and (iii)
there are no basic amino acids in the prebiotic set, thus restricting
protein design to acidic polypeptides, limiting the presence of salt
bridge interactions and resulting in acidic pI (1, 3).
To date, there has been no experimental demonstration that the

prebiotic set of amino acids comprises a foldable set; additionally,
there has been no elucidation of any intrinsic property of a poly-
peptide constructed from the prebiotic set. Recent “top-down”
protein design studies have successfully identified relatively small
peptide building blocks (i.e., 40–50 amino acids) capable of spon-
taneous assembly into common symmetric protein folds, and in the
process, support plausible evolutionary pathways starting from
simple peptide motifs and traversing foldable sequence space [for
a review see ref. (17)]. A simplified β-trefoil protein (Symfoil-4P)
having a reduced amino acid alphabet size of 16 letters, and
enriched in prebiotic amino acids (to 71%), was constructed in our
laboratory using the top-down symmetric deconstruction method
(18). Using this simplified β-trefoil protein as a departure point, two
“primitive” β-trefoil proteins, (PV1 and PV2 for primitive version
1 and 2, respectively) were constructed with reduced amino acid
alphabets and further enrichment of prebiotic amino acids. The
PV1 and PV2 proteins reduce the alphabet size to 13 and 12 amino
acids, respectively. Notably, the entire core region (involving a total
of 21 amino acid positions) in PV2 is reduced to an alphabet of
only three amino acids and is entirely prebiotic. Enrichment for the
exclusively acidic prebiotic alphabet subsequently increases the
negative charge bias, and PV1 and PV2 have pI values and surface
electrostatic charge distributions typical of halophilic proteins.
Stability studies demonstrate a significant halophilic property,
especially for PV2 (which is shown to be an obligate halophile).
Our experimental results provide support for the hypothesis that
the prebiotic set of amino acids defines a foldable set and, fur-
thermore, that such foldability is most compatible with the
halophile environment.

Results
Mutant Sequence Characteristics. PV1 and PV2 (Fig. 1) comprise
a reduced set of amino acids (13 and 12 amino acid alphabet size,
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respectively) and biased for the prebiotic alphabet (74% and
79% prebiotic, respectively) (Fig. 2). PV1 contains six aromatic
amino acids: three Phe residues within the central hydrophobic
core (positions 44, 85, and 132) and an additional three within
isolated “minicore” regions (positions 22, 64, and 108) (19). In
PV2, all six buried Phe residues have been mutated to Leu to
generate a protein devoid of aromatic residues. In contrast to
FGF-1 (which has a charge bias of +5 and a pI of 7.88), the
Symfoil-4P protein is more acidic (charge bias −5 and pI of 4.70)
(Fig. 2). PV1 and PV2 substantially extend such acidity (charge
bias −9 and pI 4.36, in both cases) in response to the acidic bias of
the prebiotic set. Despite the amino acid compositional changes
resulting from the restrictions of the prebiotic alphabet, plots of
β-sheet propensity, β-turn propensity, and hydropathy for FGF-1,
PV1, and PV2 show that PV1 and PV2 preserve the essential
secondary structure and hydrophobic-polar patterning charac-
teristics intrinsic to the β-trefoil architecture (Fig. S1).

X-Ray Crystallography. Both PV1 and PV2 produced diffraction-
quality crystals, and all crystals grew from 1.5 M ammonium sul-
fate, ∼0.1 M lithium sulfate, and 0.1 M Tris buffer pH 7.0–7.4
(Table S1). Global differences between the structures of PV1 and
PV2 are small, as demonstrated by a Cα rmsd of 0.38 Å. Structural
perturbations near the sites of mutation are largely restricted to
minor movement of local side chains [Cα rmsd values within 4.5 Å
(∼12 residues) of themutation sites are<0.3Å].An overlay of PV1
or PV2 onto Symfoil-4P yields Cα rmsd values of 0.5–0.6 Å, in-
dicating general structural conservation in response to the increase
in prebiotic amino acids. The core region of the β-trefoil fold, in-
cluding the main central core and the three peripheral minicores,
comprises 21 positions (Fig. S2) (19, 20). In FGF-1, this group has
an alphabet of seven types of amino acids, burying 96 carbons in
total, and having 67% prebiotic amino acid composition (Fig. S3).
The Symfoil-4P protein has a reduced core-packing alphabet size of
five amino acids, resulting principally from the elimination of
buried free thiols as well as elimination of an asymmetric secondary
structure involving Met67 (18, 21). The Symfoil-4P core-packing
group buries 99 carbons, or three more than the FGF-1 protein.
However, compared with FGF-1, Symfoil-4P exhibits a significant

reduction in core-packing defects (due principally to the imposition
of tertiary structure symmetry; Fig. S2). The Symfoil-4P core-
packing group also increases the percentage of prebiotic amino
acids of this region to 83%. The PV1 mutant reduces the core-
packing alphabet size further to four amino acids and, compared
with Symfoil-4P, has no reduction in total number of carbons, has
an essentially equivalent core-packing efficiency, and has an un-
changed percentage of core prebiotic amino acids (83%). In con-
trast, the PV2mutant core packing is achievedwith an alphabet size
of only three amino acids (comprising Leu, Ile, and Val), and is
exclusively prebiotic (Fig. S3). The PV2 core buries 81 carbons—
a substantial reduction from the 99 in PV1. The calculated loss of
side chain volume for a total of six Phe→Leu mutations is 139 Å3

(22). The PV2 crystal structure (solved under high-salt conditions)
shows that the protein cannot adjust completely to avoid packing
defects—several cavities within the core of PV2 are detectable
using 1.2Åprobe radius, with a combined volumeof 57Å3 (Fig. S2).

Differential Scanning Calorimetry. Stability studies using differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) were performed in both low (0.1 M)
and high (2.0 M; i.e., 33% saturated) NaCl solutions. Both con-
ditions provide sufficient ionic strength to screen electrostatic
interactions; thus, the differential salt stability evaluates Hofmeis-
ter effects. Thermal denaturation of FGF-1 in 0.1 M NaCl occurs
concomitant with irreversible precipitation as evidenced by sharp
exothermic signal subsequent to initial denaturation endotherm
[resulting in large apparent negative ΔCp (constant pressure heat
capacity)] and visible turbidity of the sample (23). Although soluble
in 2.0 M NaCl, FGF-1 similarly precipitates upon thermal de-
naturation; however, 2.0 M NaCl stabilizes FGF-1 by ∼+16 °C (as
determined from the difference in apparent endotherm peak)
(Table S2). Symfoil-4P is a hyperthermophile with a melting tem-
perature of 85 °C in 0.1 M NaCl buffer. In the presence of 2.0 M

Fig. 1. Amino acid sequence of FGF-1, Symfoil-4P, PV1, and PV2 mutants
(single letter code). The sequences are aligned by the threefold axis of ro-
tational symmetry internal to the β-trefoil fold (i.e., each line is one trefoil-
fold repeat element within the overall β-trefoil structure). The numbering
of Symfoil-4P, PV1, and PV2 amino acids is based upon corresponding posi-
tions in FGF-1. The shaded positions identify amino acids belonging to the
prebiotic set.

Fig. 2. Amino acid composition of FGF-1, Symfoil-4P, PV1, and PV2 mutants.
Also shown are the alphabet size, charge bias, pI, number of aromatic resi-
dues, and % prebiotic amino acids for each protein. The shaded positions
identify amino acids belonging to the prebiotic set.
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NaCl, the melting temperature of Symfoil-4P increases by ∼+15 °C
to 100.4 °C (essentially at the limit of theDSC analysis). Symfoil-4P
exhibits good agreement with the two-state denaturation model
under low-salt conditions; however, under high-salt conditions
the posttransition (i.e., denatured state) baseline is not accessible
within the temperature limit of the instrument and thus it is not
possible to accurately determineΔCp. The PV1 protein is soluble
and exhibits good agreement with a two-state denaturationmodel
under both low- and high-salt conditions. In reference to Symfoil-
4P, the PV1mutant is destabilized (by−14.3 °C in 0.1MNaCl and
−12.1 °C in 2.0 M NaCl). Similar to FGF-1 and Symfoil-4P, the
high-salt condition stabilizes the PV1 mutant (by ∼+18 °C). The
PV2 protein is soluble upon thermal denaturation under both
low- and high-salt conditions and exhibits good agreement with
the two-state denaturation model. In reference to Symfoil-4P, the
PV2 mutant is drastically destabilized [ΔTm (melting tempera-
ture) is a substantial−50.8 °C in 0.1MNaCl and−35.9 °C in 2.0M
NaCl]. In the low-salt buffer, PV2 is partially unfolded (0.86
fractionally native state) even at 20.9 °C—the temperature of
maximum stability [i.e., where ΔS (entropy change) = 0]. Com-
pared with 0.1 M NaCl, PV2 is stabilized in 2.0 M NaCl by a sub-
stantial+30.3 °C (with Tm increasing to 64.5 °C). The temperature
ofmaximum stability for PV2 under high-salt conditions is 43.8 °C,
and in contrast to the low-salt condition, the protein is >0.99
fractional native state.

Discussion
NaCl is the most common salt dissolved in the Earth’s hydro-
sphere. In theHoffmeister series, both Na+ and Cl− ions define the
boundary between kosmotrope (salting-out, or stabilizing) and
chaotrope (salting-in, or denaturing) ions. With the primary Hof-
meister property contributed by the anion, Cl− is considered
a weak chaotrope (24–26). Perhaps because of its central position
in the Hofmeister series, NaCl exhibits stabilizing, destabilizing, or
neutral effects upon stability depending on the specific protein
(27–29). FGF-1 (historically known as “acidic FGF”) is stabilized
by high NaCl (Fig. 3); however, it is not an obligate halophile in
that it is essentially fully folded in low-salt buffer (although thermal
denaturation is irreversible).
The exclusively prebiotic hydrophobic core design in the PV2

protein was accomplished with a substantial loss of hydrophobic
volume and corresponding introduction of packing defects (i.e.,
voids) within the core (Fig. S2). In this regard, the core packing of
PV2 can be considered as highly inefficient, as might be expected
for the earliest proteins that have yet to undergo any evolutionary
optimization. Consequently, in low-salt buffer, PV2 is only frac-
tionally folded even at its temperature of maximum stability.
However, high salt stabilizes the PV2 protein, shifting its Tm into
the region of high-mesophile/low-thermophile stability and exhib-
iting >99% fractional native state; thus, by the criteria of efficient
foldability, PV2 is an obligate halophilic protein. Although high
salt also stabilizes PV1, it is not essential for folding stability be-
cause the aromatic residues in the core result in efficient hydro-
phobic packing within the β-trefoil architecture. Halophile proteins
are characterized as having reduced hydrophobicity, and de-
naturation under low-salt conditions (30, 31), descriptions that
characterize PV2.
The PV1 and PV2 proteins exhibit a high negative surface charge

density (Fig. 4), which is a consequence of the exclusively acidic
nature of the prebiotic set of amino acids. A high negative surface
charge density is a characteristic feature of halophilic proteins,
enabling them to remain soluble in high salt via carboxylate binding
of solvated metal cations (32). The pI of the halophile proteome is
unique in having an exclusively acidic distribution with a median
value of ∼4.5, whereas all other proteomes have both an acidic (pI
∼5.0) and basic (pI ∼10.0) distribution (33, 34). The pI of the PV1
and PV2 proteins is 4.36 (in both cases), resulting from a pro-
portional increase in the prebiotic Asp and Glu amino acids, and

falls within the halophile regime.Overall therefore, when comparing
the properties of PV1 and PV2 with the original mesophile FGF-1
protein, distinct halophile features of acidic pI and negative surface
charge density have emerged; in the case of PV2, an obligate re-
quirement of high salt for efficient foldability has emerged. This
experimental result supports a previous hypothesis that prebiotic
proteins would most likely be halophilic (1).
In the present study, we have produced a protein (PV2) that

contains prebiotic amino acids at ∼80% of positions (100% in the
core region) and successfully reduced the amino acid alphabet, in-
cluding elimination of aromatic residues, while retaining foldability.
The PV2 design also maintains both the essential hydrophobic/hy-
drophilic patterning and the secondary-structure propensity profile
characteristic of the β-trefoil fold (as represented by FGF-1) (Fig.
S1). Thus, the present results suggest that the set of 10 prebiotic
amino acids contains all sufficient and necessary chemical infor-
mation to enable protein folding; this is a remarkable result given
that 10 amino acids is at the theoreticalminimum limit for a foldable
set. These results also suggest an environmental requirement for
such foldability; namely, the halophile environment. Further in-
vestigation into prebiotic protein design may therefore identify a
critical role for the halophile environment in early proteogenic
and therefore abiogenic events.

Materials and Methods
Protein Design. The Symfoil-4P protein (Fig. 1), a synthetic, symmetric β-tre-
foil protein derived from FGF-1 by the method of top-down symmetric de-
construction (18, 21), was used as the starting point for development of
mutant forms having a reduced amino acid alphabet enriched for prebiotic
amino acids. Briefly, top-down symmetric deconstruction is a protein design
methodology that begins with a foldable protein having identifiable struc-
tural symmetry and attempts to simplify the protein structure by mutational
“transforms” (targeting different types of secondary structures or regions of
the protein) that enforce a symmetric constraint; a basic principle of the
method is to begin in foldable sequence space and not deviate from such
space during mutation (17). Symfoil-4P comprises a 16-amino acid alphabet
(being devoid of Ala, Cys, Met, and Trp residues), with 10 of these amino

Fig. 3. DSC endotherms collected in the presence of low (0.1M) and high (2.0
M) NaCl. All proteins exhibit increased thermal stability under the high-salt
condition. However, although the FGF-1 protein is insoluble upon thermal
denaturation under both low- and high-salt conditions, the Symfoil-4P, PV1,
and PV2 proteins remain soluble. Under low-salt conditions, the PV2 protein,
although soluble, is partially unfolded; however, under high-salt conditions
the PV2 protein is essentially fully folded. Thus, PV2 exhibits characteristics of
an obligate halophile.
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acids belonging to the prebiotic set (Fig. 2). The least frequent residues in
Symfoil-4P (with single examples at threefold symmetry-related positions)
include Phe, His, Lys, and Tyr residues.

For PV1, the goal was to reduce the alphabet further to 13 amino acids and
enrich for prebiotic amino acids by substituting all Lys residues (positions 15,
57, and 98) to Arg (alphabet reduction), substituting all Tyr residues (positions
22, 64, and 108) to Phe (alphabet reduction), and substituting all His residues
(positions 41, 82, and 129) to Gly (prebiotic enrichment). The Lys→Arg and
Tyr→Phe substitutions were considered conservative substitutions with
likelihood of minimum structural perturbation. The His→Gly mutations oc-
cur within a solvent-exposed turn position in which Gly is a common residue
(35). Overall, the design of PV1 involved a significant reduction in alphabet
size (from 16 to 13 amino acids) combined with an increase in fraction of
prebiotic amino acids from 71% (Symfoil-4P) to 74% (Fig. 2).

The primary design goal for PV2 was to create an entirely prebiotic core-
packing group at the 21 buried positions in the β-trefoil fold, with further
reduction in alphabet size and increase in fraction of prebiotic amino acids
compared with PV1. The PV2 protein used PV1 as a background and in-
troduced either Leu, Ile, or Val mutations simultaneously at positions
22, 44, 64, 85, 108, and 132. These positions are all aromatic residues in
Symfoil-4P (Phe and Tyr) and PV1 (Phe) (Fig. 1). Val mutations at these core
positions resulted in a nonfolded and insoluble protein. Ile mutations
yielded some soluble protein; however, the yield of soluble protein
appeared notably higher with the Leu mutations; thus, Ile and Val muta-
tions were not pursued further. Overall, the design of PV2 involved a fur-
ther reduction in alphabet size compared with PV1 (from 13 to 12 amino
acids) combined with an increase in fraction of prebiotic amino acids from

74% (PV1) to 79% (Fig. 2). Propensity plots for β-turn and β-sheet forma-
tion were calculated using values reported by Levitt (36) and Chou and
Fasman (37), respectively.

Protein Mutagenesis, Expression, and Purification. Details of protein muta-
genesis, expressionandpurificationareprovided insupplementary information.

DSC. All DSC data were collected on a VP-DSC microcalorimeter (GE
Healthcare) as previously described (23). Briefly, 40 μM protein samples in N-
(2-acetamido)iminodiacetic acid buffer containing 0.1 M or 2.0 M NaCl were
analyzed at a scan rate of 15 K/h. Triplicate runs were collected and molar
heat capacity data were analyzed using the DSCfit software package (38).

X-Ray Crystallography. Details of protein crystallization and X-ray structure
determination are provided in supplementary information. Model coor-
dinates for the refined PV1 crystal form 1 (PDB ID code 3Q7W) and form 2
(PDB ID code 3Q7X) as well as PV2 (PDB ID code 4D8H) have been deposited in
the Protein Data Bank.
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